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This product is subject to a 6 monthly detailed inspection. A rescue plan shall be in place to deal with any emergencies that could arise.  

MULTI-PURPOSE HEIGHT SAFETY KIT

SKB101

The ZERO® Roofer Kit is popular with workers who carry out 
general roof or plant maintenance where a permanent safety line 
system is not in place. 

The Utility ZERO® harness provides fall arrest support with front 
and back attachment points and the Ventura rope line with a built-
in ZERO® energy absorption system and self-locking rope grab can 
adjust to any length for ease of access. The kit is completed with a 
webbing sling, carabiner and packaged in our ZERO® backpack.

RATING: 140kg (Harness) / 140kg (Rope line) 

CERTIFICATION:  
Refer to individual product for standards

SAFETY
CERTIFIED

EN 361:2002 Personal protective equipment against fall from a height. Full body 
harnesses

AS/NZS 1891.1:2007 Harnesses and ancillary equipment

FRONT CONNECTION DORSAL EXTENSION QUICK CONNECT BUCKLES

DORSAL
Sternal

ROOFINGRIGGING

SCAFFOLDING 10 YEAR LIFESPAN

CONSTRUCTION

BUILDING

ROOFER KIT

UTILITY  
MULTI-PURPOSE HARNESS

HUS0017

An effective reliable harness for the trades person that 

carries out short periods of fall arrest work. Weighing as 

little as 1150 grams this full-body harness features front 

and rear fall arrest attachment points.

KIT INCLUDES  

SLING  

WEBBING SLING

ASP000W

Simple and effective to create an anchor pint when 

looped around a structural member.

GEAR PACK  

MULTI-USE BACKPACK

ZBP

The AllTrade Rescue Harness 

is versatile and functional for a 

range of work both at height and 

in confined spaces.

VENTURA  
LINOSTOP WITH ADJUSTER

RVZ0RX3 (15M)

Popular and effective Rope 

line for many types of work at 

height. Keeps the rope tight, so 

effectively working in restraint 

technique

OX SCREW  

SCREW GATE OVAL 
CARABINER

PJ501

Marked with individual serial 

numbers.

MODEL SIZE ROPE LENGTH

SKB101SML SML

15mSKB101UNI UNI

SKB101XXL XXL


